This paper estimates the effects of friends' smoking and drinking on own behavior while controlling for correlated unobservables between friends. The effect of friends' behaviors is identified by comparing similar individuals who have similar friendship opportunities and make similar friendship choices, exploiting the idea that friendship choice reveals information about unobservables. We combine this identification strategy with an across-cohort within school design so that identification arises in our reduced form estimates from across-grade differences in the clustering of health behaviors. Finally, we use estimated information on correlated unobservables to examine longitudinal data on the onset of health behaviors, where the likelihood of reverse causality should be minimal. We find evidence that this strategy produces somewhat smaller (no more than 16% smaller) friendship effect estimates than the more standard school fixed effect models consistent with at most modest bias from correlated unobservables.
exhibiting these behaviors. We provide substantial evidence consistent with at most minimal bias arising from students sorting into friendships on unobservable attributes.
A few studies have attempted to identify the causal effect of social relationships on health-related behaviors (Christakis & Fowler, 2008; Eisenberg, Golberstein, & Whitlock, 2014; Halliday & Kwak, 2012; Renna, Grafova, & Thakur, 2008; Trogdon, Nonnemaker, & Pais, 2008) .
2 Although many studies exploit the quasirandom sorting of students into grades to study peer effects, 3 studies on social relationships are far more problematic because students select their friends. Therefore, even if assignment to grade is quasirandom, the inclusion of school or network fixed effects may do little to address endogeneity in the within-grade variation provided by friendship links, and individual attributes that might act as instruments are invariably at risk of being correlated with individual unobservables. 4 Several earlier studies exploit across cohort variation to identify the effect of friendship by examining aggregate friendship patterns. Babcock (2008) finds that being in a socially connected cohort raises the likelihood of high school graduation and college attendance, and Nathan (2008) finds that racial heterogeneity of friendships improves academic performance especially among Whites. However, as with previous studies that exploit aggregation (Cutler & Glaeser, 1997) , the effects may be driven by the associated aggregate environment (Ross, 2011) .
Our primary identification strategy is to exploit friendship choices made by students on other dimensions, such as friends' race or family background, to address bias from friends selecting each other on unobservables. The intuition behind the identification strategy is individuals who are similar on observables and make the same choices must be more similar on their unobservables in expectation than two random individuals selected from the population. 5 For example, two White students who both have minority friends are likely much more similar on unobservables to each other than they are to other White students in the same school who do not have minority friends. Specifically, this study examines the relationship between a student's own health behaviors, smoking and drinking, and friends' health behaviors making only comparisons between observationally similar students who (a) have very similar friendship opportunities over race/ethnicity and family background because they are in the same school, (b) make the same friendship choices over those attributes, but (c) are exposed to different frequencies of health behaviors because they are in different grades. Several previous studies have used similar identification strategies. Dale and Krueger (2002) examine returns from college quality comparing students who applied to similar quality schools. Fu and Ross (2013) examine returns from agglomeration comparing individuals who chose the same residential location, and Aliprantis and Richter (2012) compare participants in the Moving to Opportunity Program whose neighborhood choices imply similar preferences.
Similar to Dale and Krueger (2002) , we (a) establish conditions under which our estimates are not biased by correlated unobservables between friends and (b) demonstrate that even when these conditions do not hold, the identification strategy reduces the bias from correlated unobservables. In our case, the estimates are consistent as the number of friendship choices of each student becomes large. Our model specification does not address bias from reverse causality where people sort into friendship based on health behaviors, which we address later by estimating a model of health onset. A key assumption behind our consistency results is that students must face some shock in the health behavior of friends, 6 in this case, differences in health behavior clustering across cohorts.
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Using Wave 1 of the Add Health, we regress health behavior on average exposure to friends who exhibit the same health behavior, grade fixed effects, and fixed effects for clusters of students who attend the same school, make the same friendship choices in terms of the number of friends with specific demographic attributes, and are observationally equivalent on demographic attributes. Further, in our preferred estimates, we restrict our sample to one randomly selected individual from each grade in each cluster, identifying the model based solely on variation across cohorts. This specification satisfies a key criterion, at least within cluster, established by Angrist (2014) for peer effect studies: "… a clear separation between the subjects of a peer effects investigation and the peers who provide the mechanism for causal effects." In our sample, peers are restricted to same grade friends, and in the one student per cohort sample, a student's same grade friends or potential friends never appear in their cluster.
This strategy has only small effects (reductions of no more than 16%) on the friendship effect estimates for smoking and drinking, relative to the standard school fixed effect estimates. Balancing tests show that friend health behaviors tend to be weak predictors of predetermined student attributes, even though those student attributes are predictive of a student's own smoking and drinking. Notably, our strategy reduces the estimates in the balancing tests by between 45% and 100%, with most reductions exceeding two thirds of the school fixed effect estimates. Therefore, our controls for correlated unobservables erode a substantial portion of the spurious correlation between friend's behavior and exogenous student attributes, and yet the estimated friendship effects on smoking and drinking are left mostly intact.
Next, we address a second major bias: Individuals may select each other as friends because they share the same health behaviors (reverse causation). We do so by estimating a model of the "onset" of health behaviors: whether a student began drinking or smoking between Waves 1 and 2 of the Add Health. Because Wave 2 behaviors cannot have a causal effect on Wave 1 friendships, the primary concern in models of onset is correlated unobservables, not reverse causality, and our fixed effect structure is designed to capture correlated unobservables. Because the Add Health followed only a subsample of students through Wave 2, we cannot estimate a model with a full set of school by friendship choice by student-type fixed effects. Therefore, we use the estimated fixed effects from our above analyses as a control function in the onset models. We find no evidence of bias from correlated unobservables in the estimated effect of friend's smoking or drinking in Wave 1 on the likelihood of starting to drink in Wave 2.
We also conduct a series of additional tests to examine the validity of our identification strategy. Our estimates are robust to including cohort level controls for peer demographic composition and peer smoking or drinking. Second, our results are also robust for individuals with above average numbers of friends where more friendship choice information is available. Third, our health onset results are robust to considering individuals in above average size school, friendship choice, and student-type clusters, so that cluster fixed effect estimates have less measurement error.
| IDENTIFICATION STRATEGY
Our primary focus selection into friendships is based on a student's unobservables. Our approach is to form comparison groups based on friendship "options" of students as well as the students' "choices" of friends (given these options). The intuition follows the premise that individuals who make similar decisions when facing the same set of options likely are very similar in their overall tendency to make such choices based on their observable and unobservable attributes, and so observationally different individuals with the same outcome should have different unobservables, and observationally similar individuals should have similar unobservables (Heckman, 1979) .
We begin with a slight modification to the linear-in-means model of social interactions (Brock & Durlauf, 2001; Manski, 1993) by restricting interactions to arise from exposure to friends within a social environment (or school s) and dividing the unobservable contributor to health behaviors into two components, one affecting friendship choice ε i and one not affecting friendship choice μ i .
Specifically, we consider the following empirical model:
where H is indicates a health behavior of individual i in a social environment s, X i contains the individual's observable attributes, n i is the number of friends of person i, Ω is defines the set of individual i's friends in s, H js and X js indicate the health behavior and observable attributes of the individuals j within Ω is , and β s is a school fixed effect. Although H is is binary, we proceed with a linear model to facilitate comparison with traditional reduced form models of peer effects.
Even without correlations in social relationships arising from sorting on unobservables, that is, ε is is orthogonal to 1 n i ∑ j∈Ω is X j ! , the linear in means model above is intrinsically unidentified (Manski, 1993) . 9 This occurs because group member j's characteristics X js that explain the health of this group member H js cannot be excluded from the second stage regression for the health behavior of i because these attributes X js may directly influence i's behaviors (the reflection problem). Our identification strategy sorts students into clusters c containing similar students who faced similar friendship options and made similar friendship choices. Specifically, define a cluster of individuals c in the same school s who are observationally equivalent on X i and choose observationally equivalent friends X j . This structure implies that individual and friendship group observables in Equation (1) are the same within a cluster so that contributions to health behavior are constant,
for all i, k ∈ c. Our identification strategy suggests that the individual students in cluster c should also have very similar unobservables. Specifically, we define ρ cs as a cluster fixed effect where
Next, based on the construction of μ as an idiosyncratic disturbance, E μ is jρ c i Â Ã ¼ 0 and substituting Equation (3) into Equation (1) yields
In Appendices A and B, we formally present the model and demonstrate that the estimated effect of friends' health behaviors on a students' own health behavior in Equation (4) converges to the true value as the number of friendships becomes large if (a) friends' health behaviors contain variation that cannot be entirely explained by friendship choices, (b) unobservables that affect health behavior have a monotonic relationship with friendship choices, and (c) own health behavior does not influence friendship choices. With an additional technical assumption, we also show that the inclusion of the cluster fixed effect reduces estimation bias.
In our preferred model, we restrict our comparisons to students in different grades. Specifically, each grade contributes one student per school-student type-friendship pattern cluster so that these estimates are based entirely on comparisons across cohorts. Our strategy is implemented by randomly choosing only one student in each grade from each cluster, and we present the average of the parameter estimates resulting from several random draws of one individual in each cluster per cohort.
Note that this identification strategy does not solve the problem of reflection on the friends' unobservables. We cannot distinguish between the spillover effects of friends' health behavior directly and the spillover effects of friends' unobservables such as values that might drive those behaviors. As noted by Sacerdote (2001) and , even random assignment cannot solve this identification problem. each student respondent was asked to identify up to 10 close friends (five males, five females) from the school's roster, and friendship links within the sample are created based on two students nominating each other, reciprocal nominations. 10 The analysis sample requires several restrictions to the Wave 1 sample, see Appendix C. Table 1 presents descriptive statistics of the analysis sample. Approximately 34% of the sample reports smoking and 54% of the sample reports drinking alcohol. The average adolescent nominates 2.8 same-sex, close friends. Same grade nominations represent approximately 85% of all nominations, and the likelihood of making cross-grade nominations does not appear to be related to cohort composition. We impute missing covariates, such as maternal education, and control for missingness, but we do not impute missing outcomes.
| Evidence of variation in friendship options
As discussed above, identification of the effect of friend's health behavior requires a shock in exposure to potential friends with specific health behaviors. In our empirical analysis, we control for fixed effects associated with similar students who make similar friendship choices on student attributes, but because they belong to different grades, draw friends who exhibit differing health behavior. This strategy relies heavily on the assumption that individuals who attend the same school, but different grades, have essentially the same types of friendship options. To what extent do students in the same school face similar friendship options? Using the Add Health data, we show below in Table 2 that controlling for school and grade effects can predict over 98% of the variation in racial composition of potential friends (classmates). Likewise, controlling for school and grade predicts 93% of the variation in peers' maternal education and 96% of the variation in classmate nativity. These findings suggest that students in different grades of the same school have very similar friendship options in terms of race/ethnicity and family background. However, using the same regression analysis, our data show that we only predict 77% of peer smoking rates and 81% of peer drinking rates. Thus, there is substantial variation in exposure to health behaviors of potential friends (classmates) across cohorts, whereas the friendship options based on race, maternal education, and nativity are nearly identical across grades.
| Empirical specification and evidence on identification
Our friendship clusters are based on students in the same school choosing sets of friends with very similar demographic attributes. As there is evidence that adolescents have strong preferences to befriend classmates based on age, gender, and race (Fletcher, Ross, & Zhang, 2013; Mayer & Puller, 2008; Weinberg, 2008) , we create our individual-type-friendshiptype clusters by focusing primarily on those attributes. Given a limited sample, there is clearly a trade-off between how restrictive we make our definitions of observationally similar individuals and of same-friendship types. We begin by placing the most weight on obtaining very specific friendship-type clusters because this is the dimension over which students are making choices.
The friendship clusters are based on the following exogenous characteristics of self-reported same gender friends, including (a) race/ethnicity (black vs. Hispanic vs. White vs. Asian vs. other), (b) maternal education (no college vs. some college vs. college graduate), (c) family structure (living with mother vs. not living with mother), and (d) nativity (native vs. foreign born). Specifically, the number of friends chosen for each characteristic is used in the cluster. Importantly, our clusters are quite flexibly created, such that an individual who chooses five Black friends is in a different cluster than an individual who chooses four Black friends.
11 The friendship variables above cover most of the clearly exogenous attributes available in the Wave 1 sample. We define observationally equivalent students over three key variables: the student's race/ethnicity (White, Black, Hispanic, and Asian), whether their mother is a college graduate, and gender. Our data contain over 3,800 clusters of students in the same school with identical friendship patterns and with two or more grades represented, and we have approximately 4,500 school by cluster by student-type fixed effects with two or more grades represented. Based on these empirically relevant groups, the typical school has on average 56 unique groups, and the standard deviation is 43 with a 11 As an example, Friendship Cluster 15 could be created based on nominating four friends such that Friend A is White, has a college educated mother, lives with his mother, and is native born; Friend B is White, has a mother with some college, lives with his mother, and is native born; Friend C is White, has a college educated mother, lives with his mother, and is foreign born; Friend D is Black, has a college educated mother, lives with mother, and is native born. maximum of 200 groups in any school. The mean group size in the average school is eight students, and the standard deviation of this mean size across schools is three students with a maximum mean size of 27 students.
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The more parsimonious specification of observationally equivalent students has the added advantage of allowing for additional balancing tests over student observables. For family structure and nativity, we can examine whether withincluster differences in friend's drinking or smoking can explain whether the student lives with their mother or whether the student's mother is an immigrant. For years of maternal education, we can test whether within-cluster variation in friends' behavior explains differences in students' own maternal education conditional on college completion. Finally, we present counterfactuals for paternal education and nativity. Any correlation between friends' health behaviors and the student's own demographic attributes must arise from students selecting into friendships, and no correlation is suggestive of little sorting over key student attributes Bifulco et al., 2011) . Tables D1-D4 present our balancing tests, which support our assumption of quasirandom variation across-grades within schools.
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| RESULTS
The singleton clusters discussed above do not contribute to the estimates, and we restrict our sample to clusters that contain observations in at least two cohorts in the school so that we have the same effective sample for all models.
14 Table 3 presents estimates of Equation (4) for this sample on adolescent smoking and drinking where same-sex/same-grade friends are used to define the friendship network. In column 1 (OLS), 15 the baseline results for smoking (row 1) suggest that increasing the share of friends who smoke by 10% points would increase own smoking by nearly 3.5% points. In column 2, we follow some of the previous literature and control for school fixed effects; however, this only reduces the coefficient from 0.350 to 0.332 for friends' smoking. In column 3, we control for school by cluster fixed effects and so control for same friendship-type choices given the same friendship opportunity set, and we observe a substantially larger decline in the 12 One might be concerned if a lot of friendship links were between students in the same fixed effect group. If so, we would be comparing the smoking of individuals who are all friends with each other and all smoking. However, only 0.7% of our friendship links involve students in the same FE group.
13 Table C6 demonstrates that the balancing test attributes explain individual's own health behaviors.
14 Tables C3, C4, and C5 examine the compositional effects of dropping singleton clusters. 15 The linear controls include all variables used to create the friendship choice clusters. estimated to 0.306. 16 The fourth column incorporates individual observables into the FE definition. The fifth column presents the results for our preferred specification restricting the sample to one observation per cohort. Estimates based on within friendship cluster by school comparisons (columns 3-5) fall between 0.306 and 0.320. The lowest estimates are associated with models that contain variation within grade, which is consistent with findings in the appendix that within-grade-within-cluster variation biases estimates in the opposite direction from the bias in OLS. Similarly in row 2, school fixed effect estimates of friends' drinking are 0.271, and the estimates after controlling for friendship cluster range between 0.250 and 0.287. Focusing on our preferred estimates using one observation per FE per cohort, we observe 8.4% and 4.4% reductions relative to our school fixed effect estimates in the effects of friends' smoking and drinking, respectively. Significantly, all reductions due to cluster fixed effects are less than 16%, which is quite small relative to declines in estimates for our balancing tests, typically between 60% and 95%. 17 Next, our results might be driven by broader peer effects or other effects associated with cohort composition, and we include controls for the demographic composition of each cohort in each school over all of our control variables. These results are shown in Table 4 . The inclusion of cohort level peer controls has no impact on the estimated effects of friend's health behaviors. As a further robustness test, we also add controls for the share of peers in the cohort that smoke or drink for the models of smoking and drinking, respectively. Adding these controls reduces the magnitude of the estimated effects by only 1-2%.
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Our estimates suggest only minimal bias from correlated unobservables in school fixed effect estimates of friends' smoking or drinking on a student's own behavior. After controlling for variables such as gender, race, maternal education, gender, family structure, and nativity, factors that are observed in many educational samples, friendship formation within a grade appears to be relatively random at least in terms of unobservables that have a systematic influence on health behaviors. This finding has relevance for the growing empirical literature on networks (Calvó-Armengol, Patacchini, & Zenou, 2009; Trogdon et al., 2008) that are often identified by assuming that individual network links are formed randomly. After controlling for readily observable demographics, our research is supportive of this assumption for smoking and drinking, but this result may not generalize to other behaviors or outcomes. We report additional tests of robustness based on alternative cluster definitions, subsamples by cluster size and subsamples by number of friends in Appendix E.
| Two stage models and an application to longitudinal data
If our estimates are to capture the causal effects of friends' behaviors (rather than simply assess the bias arising from correlated unobservables), an additional assumption is required-a student's own smoking behavior does not directly cause the student to form friendships with students who smoke. We can neither directly test this assumption nor credibly argue that the assumption is reasonable. In fact, Eisenberg et al. (2014) show that the eventual closeness of randomly assigned roommates is related to the risky behavior of the roommates. One reasonable option is to look at models of the onset of health-related behaviors where reverse causality is less of a concern. However, longitudinal datasets are often substantially smaller than cross-sectional samples, and the Add Health survey is no exception, with only a fraction of the students being followed over time. Therefore, the estimation of the high dimension fixed effect model in Tables 4 and 5 is not feasible.
As an alternative, we will use the fixed effect estimate from the cross-sectional analysis, presented above, as a proxy for the ε is associated with all individuals who are in the same cluster c. We then estimate the effect of peers on the onset of drinking or smoking conditional on the estimated fixed effect. The classic threat to identification in studies of onset is that unobservables that caused the student to select their friends also lead to later smoking, but in our case, the information generated on each cluster provides a control for those correlated unobservables.
The fixed effect estimate for each cluster is an average across all cohorts m including the cohort n from which a student is drawn, which in small samples can lead to an overcorrection from the inclusion of the fixed effect estimates. The standard solution is to calculate the control, the fixed effect, omitting the information that creates this correlation, in this case, the information from the same cohort. Note. Each column and panel display coefficients from separate regressions. The individual sample is estimated using student level data for which a school by type by friendship pattern fixed effect is identified and the first two columns are based on the one student per cohort per fixed-effect sample. The predicted fixed-effect regressor in column 3 is the estimated school-cluster-X fixed effect from the model shown in column 4 of Table 4 . The predicted fixed effect in column 4 is the weighted mean over all grades of the grade-school-cluster-X residual from the model in column 4 omitting the fixed effect contribution from a student's own grade. The Guryan control is the same weighted mean over all grade-cluster-X cells in a school again omitting the contribution from a students' own grade-cluster-X cell.
***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1.
where the mean predicted residual for the cluster c is summed over all individuals k in school s who belong to the same cluster but do not belong to the same cohort n as student i. Guryan, Kroft, and Notowidigdo (2009) , however, show that the estimated coefficient on this corrected control may be negatively biased because an individual's own information is negatively correlated with the average of the relevant population (that omits the individual) from which that individual draws peers. In our context, their recommended control for mitigating this bias is simply the average fixed effect estimate across all individuals in the school except the cohort-cluster to which the individual belongs.
where the mean predicted residual for the school s is summed over all individuals k in school s except those who belong to the same cluster c and cohort n as student i.
The resulting estimating equation 19 is
We demonstrate that this exercise is reasonable by replicating our Wave 1 results from Table 3 . We restrict the sample to school by friendship pattern by student-type cells that contain students at least three cohorts/grades so that we have information from two cohorts on which to base b ρ cs−i . Table 5 presents models from this exercise. The first two columns present the school and the student type by friendship choice by school fixed effect estimates for the individual subsample where one individual is selected randomly per cluster for this restricted sample. Both estimates are very similar to the estimates in columns 2 and 5 of Table 3 .
In the last two columns, we present the two stage estimates using the individual sample and the predicted cluster FE's. The first of the last two columns includes our prediction of the cluster FE that includes information from an individual's own cohort. Naturally, the estimate on the fixed effect is large and highly significant because it contains information on the individual's own smoking behavior. In the last column, we present the estimates for the fixed effect model that includes the predicted cluster fixed effect that excludes information from the individual's own cohort plus the Guryan et al. (2009) control at the school level. The addition of the constructed controls moves the estimated effects of friends' smoking significantly closer to the cluster fixed effect estimates in column 2. The Guryan et al. control is negative and significant as expected. The estimate on the predicted fixed effect, however, is very near zero and statistically insignificant.
Next, we focus on two subsamples of students who completed the Wave 2 survey of the Add Health and either did not smoke or did not drink in Wave 1. For these subsamples, we construct two health behavior onset variables that equal one if they report smoking or drinking, respectively, in Wave 2 and zero otherwise. Table 6 presents effect estimates for the onset of smoking or drinking as a function of the Wave 1 behavior of a student's Wave 1 friends. The first two columns present the OLS and school fixed effect estimates for these subsamples. The third column presents the school FE estimates for a sample restricted to student type by friendship choice by school clusters with students in three cohorts. The OLS and school fixed effect estimates are positive and statistically significant, and the sample restriction has no impact on the estimated effects.
The fourth column of Table 6 presents estimates conditional on the predicted cluster fixed effect using information from the student's own cohort and the fifth column controls for the predicted fixed effect omitting that information. The coefficient on the prediction of the cluster FE is effectively zero in the last two columns, and the effect of friends' behavior is relatively unchanged as compared with the school FE presented in column 3 with the estimated smoking effect declining by 17% and the estimated drinking effect increasing by 3% of the OLS estimates. Note that the estimate on the predicted cluster FE when the own cohort information is included is not biased upwards, unlike in Table 5 , because the smokers and drinkers from the first wave who helped drive these cluster predictions have been deleted from the sample. Tables E2, E3 , E4 report results examining the sensitivity to stratifying these sample based on whether respondents are members of "small" versus "large" clusters and whether respondents have "small" versus "large" numbers of friends.
| CONCLUSIONS
Although researchers typically examine peer effects by defining the peer group broadly, this paper focuses attention on actual friends and constructs and implements a novel research design to study the effects of friend's health behaviors on own health behaviors. The main idea is to combine a cross-cohort, within school design with controls for friendship options and friendship choices using school-student type-friendship pattern fixed effects. We demonstrate that our design is successful in eliminating spurious correlations between exogenous attributes and friend's health behaviors. All results are robust to the restriction of sample to one student per cluster per cohort, which assures that the model is only identified based on comparisons of students across cohorts.
Further, our model of friendship formation suggests that our approach can be applied under quite general circumstances. For example, our model allows for a very general nonlinear process of friendship selection and allows for correlation between observable attributes and unobservables that affect friendship formation. In addition, we show how to apply the information gained from our analysis to smaller longitudinal samples in order to control for correlated unobservables in models of behavior onset where the simultaneity between own health behavior and friendship behavior is less of a concern. The key assumption required to apply this identifications strategy is that individuals experience some type of shock in exposure to health behavior of potential friends. This shock assures that some variation remains in friends' health behavior even after asymptotically eliminating variation across individuals in friendship outcomes. Supporting this assumption for our application, we find very small variation in the demographic attributes of students across cohorts in the same school, but substantially larger variation in health behavior.
Friends' drinking and smoking appear to have a substantial impact on a student's own smoking and drinking and on the onset of smoking and drinking, and controls for correlated unobservables does little to erode the estimated effects. There continues to be little evidence of bias in the school FE models when we focus on a subsample of students that have larger numbers of friends or on subsamples of clusters where we observed the largest number of students, where our analysis should have the greatest potential for identifying bias. Further, counterfactual analyses of Note. Each column and panel display coefficients from separate regressions. The first two columns use the full Wave 2 sample. The restricted sample used in columns 3 through 5 only contains students who belong to school-cluster-X cells where there are students in that cell from at least two grades (fixed effects identified). The predicted fixed effects in columns 4 and 5 and the Guryan control are defined as described in Table 5 for columns 3 and 4. ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1.
race, maternal and paternal education, and maternal and paternal nativity find at most only weak evidence of an effect of friends' behavior on predetermined attributes. Finally, our estimates are robust to cohort level controls representing aggregate peer effects.
APPENDIX A PARTIAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL OF FRIENDSHIP FORMATION
We begin this appendix by repeating Equation (1):
where we define e H is and e X is as 1 n i ∑ j∈Ω is H js and 1 n i ∑ j∈Ω is X j , respectively, restricting H is to only take on the values of 1 (healthy) or 0 (unhealthy) and X i to only take on the values 1 (good) or 0 (bad) where the good type is defined agnostically as the type that is more likely to exhibit healthy behavior, and without loss of generality assume that β 2 and β 3 are nonnegative. 21 Further, we assume that μ is and ε is are idiosyncratic errors such that
Although μ is affects the individual's own health behavior H is , it is assumed to not directly affect the health behavior of the individual's friends e H is . It is important, however, to put this assumption into context. Given the presence of ε is in Equation (A1), the first part of Assumption 1 simply implies that the unobservable in Equation (A1) can be decomposed into additively separable components: one endogenous component that affects choices of friends over unobserved attributes X j and a second exogenous, idiosyncratic disturbance to health behavior. Now, we define the likelihood of observing a specific health behavior H is and type X i for a selected friend by the following general set of functions:
where π is is an additional unobservable that does not enter Equation (A1) and so does not directly affect health behaviors but influences friendship formation over health behaviors. The function f sxh is defined over the four combinations of the outcomes for X and H and can vary across schools s because the social environment varies across schools. The four probabilities must sum to one for a given school for any value of the functions' arguments. In summary, own health behaviors H and friends' types X depend upon a common error component ε is , but friend's health behaviors are affected by an additional unobservable π is . Assumption 1 requires a source of variation in the health behavior of friends that cannot be explained by student friendship choices. Everyone in a cluster has the same demographic composition of friends, and as the number of friends becomes large, the average friends' health behavior for everyone in the cluster should converge to the expected incidence of health behavior for that composition unless there is some shock to health behavior that cannot be explained by friendship choices. We rewrite Equation (4) to allow each individual to belong to a different cohort or grade g in the same school and divide peer health behavior into a predicted component based on observables ( b H js ), the unobservable attributes that affect health behavior (ε jgcs ), and a cohort specific shock to health behavior (π gcs ):
In Equation (A1), the cohort specific term π gcs creates variation in the health behavior of friends that unlike ε igcs does not limit to zero as Ω is grows in size.
In practical terms, imagine two similar individuals (on observables and unobservables) in the same school and in different grades, but grades that have very similar alcohol usage. As these two individuals make more friendship choices, they will reveal their similarity on unobservables, but as those friendship choices increase, any random variation in the health behaviors of friends will also be averaged out so that asymptotically, these individuals are also exposed to the same health behaviors. In terms of Equations (3) and (A1), if unobservable attributes ε jgcs are the primary source of unexplained 21 We also note that an alternative specification might involve a single unobservable each for determining health behavior and friendship outcomes.
The specification is Equation (1) is equivalent to such a model with the imposition of one restriction. We start with a model where the composite unobservables in Equation (1) in the main text and a friendship formation model, e μ is and ε is , are correlated, and then we can define μ is as e μ is −E e μ is jε is ½ where we assume that the E e μ is jε is ¼ α 0 þ α 1 ε is ½ so that the composite error e μ is depends upon the uncorrelated disturbances μ is and ε is and α 1 is simply initialized to one in the health behavior model and generality is maintained by allowing ε is to enter the friendship formation model in a general manner. variation in H js , then the inclusion of the school by friendship choice by student-type fixed effects ρ cs will simultaneously eliminate both the source of bias, unexplained variation in own health behavior ε is , and the source of signal, unexplained variation in ε jgcs , through averaging the health behavior over many friends. Only when a portion of the variation arises from environmental factors π gcs that are persistent regardless of the number of friendship choices can the inclusion of the fixed effects isolate a meaningful signal associated with the effect of exposure to friends. 22 The data section in the main text provides a careful discussion of the variation in health behavior across cohorts in our sample. We assume that the probabilities of having a friend who is of good type and who exhibits healthy behavior are not directly influenced by own health behavior (Assumption 2) and are monotonic in the individual's unobservable attributes that influence health behavior (Assumption 3) and that additional unobservable attributes exist that have a monotonic influence on friendship formation concerning health behavior but have no influence on either own health behavior or friendship formation over other friendship attributes (Assumption 4). While the unobservables might be correlated with X i , some variation must remain in the unobservables associated with forming friends with specific health behaviors that does not enter own health behavior after conditioning on X i . These assumptions can be summarized as follows
Assumption 2 is that individuals cannot select into friendships based on their own health behaviors. Obviously, this assumption is quite strong, and we are highlighting this assumption to explain how we will address concerns about violations, as opposed to attempting to justify this assumption. The direct implication is that our estimates provide insights into the bias arising from sorting on unobservable student traits. In order to address reverse causality, later in the paper, we estimate a model of the onset of health behaviors using information on the friendships that were in place prior to onset. Specifically, we model the adoption of drinking or smoking in a second period for a subsample of students who were nondrinkers or nonsmokers in the first period. Onset of a health behavior in the second period depends in the first period on exposure to friends who drink or smoke conditional on a control for unobserved variables, the estimated first period fixed effects from Equation (4).
Because the friendships had formed prior to the onset of the health behavior, the health behavior could not have caused the friendship. The classic concern about using time lags to identify social interaction effects has always been that common unobservables cause both the social interactions and any behavioral changes. In our case, identification from lags is less problematic because the primary identification strategy is designed to mitigate the impact of correlation unobservables.
23 Assumption 3 is monotonicity, which is also a central assumption in Dale and Krueger (2002) and Fu and Ross (2013) . Unobservables that affect health behavior must have a monotonic relationship with friendship choices over friends' attributes X j . Without monotonicity, multiple values of the unobservable might be consistent with the observed friendship choices for observationally equivalent individuals. For example, risk taking could be an unobservable that drives health behaviors but is nonmonotonic if, for example, the least risk averse and the most risk averse students both end up with fewer friends than individuals who take some risks in order to make friends, but do not take so many risks that they end up driving friends away.
Although monotonicity assumptions are often strong and untestable, our general model is designed to allow for substantial nonmonotonic sorting over observable attributes. Our friendship clusters are defined to assure that observationally equivalent individuals in the same cluster have made the same friendship choices on key observables. Therefore, the probability of a specific friendship composition arising is a nonparametric function of the full set of attributes used to 22 Student's unobservable attributes and cohort environmental factors may be correlated. Consistency only requires variation in the environmental factors that cannot be entirely explained by the unobservable attributes. 23 The assumption of a positive relationship between good type and the individual friendship formation propensity y is is made without loss of generality because one can reverse the relationship by designating healthy behavior as unhealthy. However, once this assumption is made, the sign of the relationship between y is and having friends who exhibit healthy behavior is meaningful. If this relationship is positive, then one's type has the same effect on health behavior composition of friendships as it has on composition of friends over type, and this assumption cannot be undone by reversal because the definition of what individual type means is nailed down by β 3 and the coefficient of one on ε is in Equation (A1) define student type for that particular school, and monotonicity is only imposed on the unobserved attributes. In this way, our monotonicity assumption is no stronger than the monotonicity assumptions needed to estimate traditional sample selection models when exclusion restrictions are available. Unlike our risk-taking example, it is harder to explain situations where two White students both are likely to have friendships with African-American students because one student has unobserved attributes that contribute strongly to unhealthy behaviors and because the other has unobserved attribute that contribute strongly to healthy behaviors, and these two extremes both contribute to forming across race or across social class friendships.
As discussed above, the monotonicity requirement in Assumption 3 is critical for all results and will be maintained throughout. The requirement that own health behavior does not affect friendship formation in Assumption 2 is necessary in order to be able to impose Assumption 1: Because without this assumption, μ is would affect friends' health behavior. We will examine the implications of relaxing Assumption 2 in the next section by allowing own health behavior to influence friendship formation over friends' health behavior. Assumption 4 is designed to capture the across cohort variation described in our identification strategy. Our maintained assumption is that membership in a cohort is based on age and so exogenous conditional on school and so is not directly associated with own health behavior, except of course through the well-known age gradient in unhealthy behaviors such as smoking and drinking. Further, cohort membership creates a shock to the health behavior composition of potential friends while leaving the exogenous attributes of potential friends relatively unchanged. The implications of violating Assumption 4 are further examined in the appendix. Now, we define a cluster c as all students in a school who are of the same type, have the same number of friends, and make the same friendship choices over friendship type. Definition 1. A cluster c in school s is defined so that X is = X ks , n i = n k , and
X js for all i and k in cluster c and their exist no individuals l outside of cluster c where X is = X ls , n i = n l , and
Our first important result is that the bias in our estimate of β 1 in Equation (4) limits to zero as the number of friends, or more generally the number of friendship choices, becomes large. In our empirical work, the number of choices made is substantially larger than the number of friends because students choose over many demographic attributes including race, ethnicity, and maternal education. Further, later in the paper, we demonstrate that our empirical results are robust to focusing on the subsample of students with the largest number of friends.
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Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1 through 4 plus Definition 1, the within-cluster estimator from Equation (4) is asymptotically identified, and the bias arising from this cluster fixed-effects model limits to zero as n i becomes large for all i in the sample.
Proof. See final section of the appendix.
A key derivation in Proposition 1 is that the bias in the cluster fixed effects estimate of β 1 can be written as
where ε c and H c are the cluster specific mean of ε is and e H is , respectively. The bias limits to zero because, as the number of choices becomes large, two individuals i and k can only belong to the same cluster if ε is = ε ks . However, as the withincluster variation in ε limits to zero, the within-cluster variance of e H is will also limit to zero unless e H is contains variation associated with π is . In other words, there will be no within-cluster variation in the variable of interest without some shock to health behavior that is independent of friendship formation. Therefore, the nonzero variance assumption in Assumption 4 is crucial to the consistency of our estimator. 24 A second implicit assumption is that the number of observations or students increases more quickly than the number of friendship choices. This assumption is required in order to assure consistency in the fixed effect estimates. Later, in our empirical work, we demonstrate that key findings on behavior onset are robust in subsamples that focus on individuals in friendship choice clusters that contain a larger number of students.
Second, even when the number of friends is small, we can show that the inclusion of cluster fixed effects reduces the bias in estimates of the effect of friend's health behavior on own health behavior with the imposition of a couple of additional assumptions. First, we create a linear projection of e H is
such that V is ¼ V e X is ; X i ; ε is ; π is Þ . We assume that the conditional expectation of V is is zero and that the conditional variance of V is is less than or equal to the variance of V is .
Assumption 5. E V is e X is ; X i :
The first part of Assumption 5 implies that
This restriction is essentially a law of large numbers style assumption where we assume that the average of this residual is zero over repeated realizations of e H is and e X is for a given X i . This assumption would be standard if e X is did not depend upon ε is . The second half of Assumption 5 is something that can be theoretically violated in principle, but in practice, we expect that variances will decline after conditioning on additional information, and we also empirically verify this assumption for estimates of V is using our data.
Proposition 2. Under Assumptions 1 through 5 plus Definition 1, the bias arising from estimating the cluster fixed-effects model in Equation (4) has the same sign and is smaller than the bias that arises for the OLS model described in Equation (A1).
In the appendix, we also consider a situation where the shock to friendship formation over health behavior π is also affects friendship formation over the exogenous attributes, which might be the case if we were considering two individuals in the same grade who had unobservable differences (associated with themselves rather than the cohort) that lead them to choose friends with different health behaviors and so likely also caused them to choose friends with different attributes. We show that Proposition 1 may not hold when we relax Assumption 4 along this margin, and in fact, the sign of the bias may be reversed relative to OLS when we control for friendship cluster FE's that contain variation that does not satisfy Assumption 4, such as within-grade variation in friends' health behaviors. Assumption 4 is the reason that our identification strategy requires across cohort variation in the exposure to the health behaviors of other students. The across cohort variation is what assures that different individuals in the same cluster exogenously face independent shocks π is .
A.1 | Simultaneity of health behavior and friendship sorting model
In this section, we extend the friendship formation function so that friendship formation over health behavior depends upon one's own health behaviors, creating true simultaneity between one's own health choices and the selection of friends based on their health choices. Specifically, we relax Assumptions 1 and 2 so that own health behavior influences the likelihood of having friends who exhibit a health behavior but do not allow own health behavior to affect friendship formation over the observable attributes. So
with Assumption 6. E μ is e X is ; X i :
Therefore, the idiosyncratic error μ is does not have a conditional expectation of zero because it influences the health behavior of friends e H j through one's own health behavior, and the bias in the coefficient on friend's health behaviors contains a second term φ 1 .
Proposition 3. Under Assumptions 3 through 7 plus Definition 1, the cluster fixed effects model estimate of the effect of friends' health behavior limits to a reduced form estimate that is the sum of β 1 and a second term that captures the correlation between μ is and e H is (φ 1 ) as n i becomes large for all i in the sample.
Proof: See final section of the appendix.
Proposition 3 illustrates why our fixed effects estimator only addresses bias from correlated unobservables, but not endogeneity, where smoking causes someone to select friends who smoke. If β 1 is zero, it is still possible for φ 1 to be nonzero, because high values of μ is will increase the likelihood of smoking and, as a result, lead to a larger numbers of smoking friends other things equal, V is . We cannot address this limitation theoretically, but later in the paper, we examine an empirical model on the onset of health behaviors where reverse causality should not be a serious concern. At that time, we will present the methods for conducting the required two stage estimates.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF PROPOSITIONS AND GENERALIZATION OF THE SHOCK TO FRIENDSHIP FORMATION
Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1 through 4 plus Definition 1, the within-cluster estimator from Equation (4) is asymptotically identified and the bias arising from this cluster fixed-effects model limits to zero as n i becomes large for all i in the sample.
Proof: First, based on Equations (A1) and (A2), the probability of a friend exhibiting healthy behavior depends upon the individual's own observable and unobservable attributes that also directly influence own health behavior; the resulting correlations will bias OLS estimates of β. In order to characterize the bias from OLS estimation of Equation (1) or (A1), we write the expectation of Equation (A1) as
and substitute the linear projection of ε is on the conditioning variables, φ s þ e H is φ 1 þ e X is φ 2 þ X i φ 3 , into Equation (A1).
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This yields E H is j e H j ; e X is ;
Based on this linear projection, we define the bias in the estimated coefficient on peer health behavior, e H j , as
In terms of health behavior, a cluster fixed effect will take on the following value
where H c , ε c , and μ c are the means of e H is , ε, and μ within the cluster c. After controlling for cluster fixed effects in Equation (A1), the health behavior model takes the following mean differenced form:
because the cluster mean of individual health behaviors equals the cluster mean of the friends health behaviors by construction. The bias associated with the estimated coefficient on e H is −H c in this model is
Note that the expectation of the within-cluster deviation in e H is is zero because all observable information that influences the composition of friends on health behavior, that is, observed attributes (X i ) or friendship choices that proxy for unobservable factors ( e X is for ε is ) are the same for all individuals in a cluster. Now, the probability of a friend being of good type can be written as
where the derivative of f X s is positive. As the number of friends becomes large,
because as the number of draws goes to infinity the empirical frequency must equal the probability. Because all individuals in cluster c have the same observable type X is and the same fraction of good type friends, e X is , Equation (B8) implies that
when the number of friends is large. However, under the monotonicity assumption (Assumption 3), Equation (B9) can only hold if ε is = ε ks for all i and k in the cluster, and so from Equation (B6)
because the within-cluster variation in ε limits to zero while the within-cluster variance of e H is contains variation associated with π and so is strictly positive.
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The parameter estimate of β 1 will be asymptotically identified only if there is within-cluster variation in friends' health behaviors or Var e H j jδ c ≠0 h . Assumption 4 requires that Var[π is | X i ] ≠ 0 as a result for any individual i and k in the same cluster, but different cohorts, will have different patterns of friendship health behavior, that is,
As the number of friendship choices become large, the two individuals in the same cluster have the same value of ε is and the probability limits to a continuous frequency. The continuity of the distribution of π is assumes that π is ≠ π ks except over a space of measure zero and so variation in friends' health behaviors will exist between any two individuals in the same cluster.
Proposition 2. Under Assumptions 1 through 5 plus Definition 1, the bias arising from estimating the cluster fixed-effects model in Equations (5) and (6) has the same sign and is smaller than the bias that arises for the OLS model described in Equation (A1).
ables that influence both friendship choice and health behavior. Specifically, using our notation, Blundell and Dias (2009) formally define a δ for Equation (A1) as ε is ; μ is ð Þ⊥ e H is ; e X is ; X i Þ|δ c , and conditional on δ OLS will yield consistent estimates of β. For large n i , observations in the same cluster do not vary over ε, e X is , or X i , and μ ist is assumed to be an idiosyncratic disturbance.
Proof: Using Equation (A6), the bias from the cohort fixed effect model in Equation (B6) reduces to
where V c is the cohort mean of V is . The variance of the mean of a set of correlated variables is a well-known expression
where m i is the number of individual in i's cluster. Similarly,
so that the denominator of Equation (B11) takes the form
Turning to the numerator of Equation (B11), the three relevant covariance terms are Cov ε is ; V c Â , Cov V is ; ε c ½ , and Cov ε c ; V c Â , which take the following form as illustrated for
Using all three covariance terms,
and Equation (B11) can be rewritten using Equations (B14) and (B16) as
Next, using Equations (A6) and (A7), the OLS bias in Equation (B3) reduces to
Note that the first terms in the numerator and denominator in Equation (B17) are the same as the numerator and denominator in Equation (B18). Equation (B17) will be smaller in magnitude than Equation (B18) or ϕ c 1 < ϕ 1 j j if the relative or percentage reduction in the first numerator term caused by the second numerator term in Equation (B17) is smaller than the equivalent reduction in the denominator or if 28 28 This condition holds regardless of the sign of the covariances. For example, if the covariances in the numerator of Equation (B19) are both negative, they imply an increase in both the numerator and denominator and the bias is reduced if the numerator in Equation (B18) increases by less. This requires that the right hand side of Equation (B19) be larger magnitude, which is then smaller in value because the terms are negative.
Without additional loss of generality, we can create a linear projection of V is on ε is
where U is ¼ U e X is ; X i ; ε is ; π is Þ and Cov[ε is , U is ].
Further, Cov[ε is , U ks | i, k ∈ c] and Cov[U is , U ks | i, k ∈ c] both also equal zero because the all sources of a linear relationship between the e H ' s within cohort has been eliminated. U ks depends on π ks , but any linear dependence with ε ks and X is has been eliminated from U through the linear projections, and selection into clusters does not depend upon or correlate with π is due to Assumption 3 and so does not contribute to the covariances. Using Equation (B20) and the above results, we can rewrite Equation (B19) as
The variance of U is is unambiguously positive because of the variation associated with π is so this condition holds as long as Cov[ε is , ε ks | i, k ∈ c] is positive.
From Equation (B1) and Assumption 1, we know that the probability of having good type friends f X s increases monotonically with ε is and so the expected value of e X is must also increase monotonically 29 with ε is . Therefore, we can express the fraction of good type friends as a monotonic function of ε is and a stochastic variable of unknown form
Because the two individuals in the same cluster have the same fraction of good type friends e X is and are of the same type themselves X i g X s X i ; ε is ; υ is ð Þ¼g X s X i ; ε ks ; υ ks ð Þ ;
where ν is is an idiosyncratic error term so that E[ε is , ν is ] = 0. The implicit function theorem and monotonicity assumption allows us to rewrite (B13) as
where g −1 ε is the partial inverse of g X s with respect to the ε is argument and is monotonically increasing in the third argument, g X s , for person k, and because ε ks only enters the equation once and is inside of two monotonic functions, e g can be defined as a monotonic function of ε ks . The covariance can now be rewritten as Cov ε is ; ε ks ji; k ∈ c ½ ¼Cov e g ε ks ; X i ; υ is ; υ ks ð Þ ; ε ks ji; k ∈ c > 0
which is unambiguously positive due to the monotonicity of e g. In order to sign the cohort fixed effects bias in Equation (B17) relative to the OLS bias in Equation (B18), we substitute Equation (B20) in the numerators of the bias expressions. For OLS, the expression reduces to
which takes the same sign as ξ 1 . 29 The following argument also holds for a monotonically decreasing function.
For the cohort fixed effects model,
which will take the same sign as ξ 1 if both the terms in the numerator and denominator are unambiguously positive. The positive numerator and denominator hold due to Assumption 5 combined with the fact that a covariance of two related draws from a distribution cannot exceed the variance of this distribution. Specifically,
B.1 | Generalizing the shock to friendship composition
In this section, we relax Assumption 4 concerning the shock to friendship composition over health behavior so that this shock affects friendship composition over both health behavior and attributes. Assumption 4 is primarily supported by our across cohort identification strategy, and may be violated in models that are identified by within cohort variation in friendship choices. In that context, this extension is considered for two reasons: (a) To illustrate that Assumption 4 is crucial for our identification strategy and (b) To illustrate the potential bias in certain models that we estimate that include information from within-cohort variation. One possible alternative is to redefine the set of functions that describe the likelihood of observing a specific health behavior H is and type X i as
and replace Assumptions 3 and 4 with
which retains our monotonicity assumption in the effect of attributes on friendship, but now over a linear combination of ε is and π is . As the number of friends becomes large,
where c is defined based on constant X is and e X is as in Definition 1. This implies that
Further, Equation (B32) implies that
where ε c and π c are the cohort means of ε is and π is . Now as in Theorem 2, we expand V is from Equation (A6) in terms of the relevant disturbances as
And using Equation (B23)
where U c is the cohort mean of e U is .
The bias from the cohort fixed effect model as shown in Equation (B11) can be rewritten using Equation (B35) as
The same substitution into the OLS bias expression from Equation (B19) yields
because the unconditional covariance between ε is and e U is is zero. In general, Proposition 1 will not hold for arbitrary values of the underlying parameters because the presence of π is allows within cohort variation in ε is to remain even as the number of friends becomes large. Further, the sign of the bias may differ from the OLS bias. If, for example, OLS estimates overstate the effect of friends' health behavior (ς 1 > 0), the cluster fixed-effect estimates under Assumption 5 may understate the effect. Specifically, if effects of π is on friendship formation over attributes (α) differs in sign from the effects of π is on friends' health behavior (ς 2 ), then ς 1 + ς 2 /α is opposite sign of ς 1 . This would arise if the direct effect of π is on friendship formation on health behavior was opposite in sign and dominated the effect through y. Finally, based on Proposition 2, the sign of the OLS and cluster FE estimates are the same when π is does not enter friendship formation over attributes and so our noncohort cluster FE estimates that contain within cohort variation may produce estimates that lie below (relative to the OLS or school FE estimates) the true value of the parameter.
Proposition 3. Under Assumptions 1 and 3 through 6 plus Definition 1, the cluster fixed-effects model estimate of the effect of friends' health behavior limits to a reduced form estimate that is the sum of β 1 and a second term that captures the correlation between μ is and e H is (φ 1 ) as n i becomes large for all i in the sample.
Proof : Given the assumptions, the linear projections of H is and μ is can be written as
where using the expansion in Equation (A6), the new bias term may be expressed as
Taking the expectation of the cluster fixed-effects model in Equation (B5) yields
The form of the bias in the estimated coefficient on e H is −H c that is associated with the expectation over ε is −ε c Þ ð has been previously defined in Equation (B6). Again, exploiting the expansion in Equation (A6), the bias associated with the expectation over μ is −μ c Þ ð is
By Equation (B40), the expectation of the estimate of the effect of friends' health behavior in the cluster fixed-effects model is β 1 þ φ 
However, membership in the cluster c only depends upon X is and e X is and so provides no information concerning the expectation of either μ is or V is because μ is is orthogonal to these variables by assumption and V is is orthogonal by construction.
Therefore, the covariance terms between i and k are zero,
and
APPENDIX C SAMPLE CONSTRUCTION AND DATA NOTES
Beginning with the 90,000 Add Health 30 Wave 1 in school sample, we created our analysis sample in several steps.
Almost 4,500 students did not have individual identification numbers assigned. Nearly 12,000 students did not nominate any friends, and 5,000 individuals nominated friends who were not able to be linked with other respondents based on incomplete information (nicknames rather than names, or name not on the school roster). Finally, 11,000 students are dropped because they have no same-sex/same-grade level friends. 31 Most previous studies of friendship networks limit the network definition to same-sex friends because opposite-sex nominations may represent romantic relationships. We limit our analysis to same-grade friends in order to use cross-cohort variation in friendship opportunities. These issues yield a sample of approximately 55,000 students with friends. In Table C1 , we present the distribution of friends' health behaviors in the data. Friendship networks include considerable variation, including individuals who have no smoking/ drinking friends through individuals who have all smoking/drinking friends. Table C2 presents an analysis of the correlates of being dropped from the sample for these reasons.
32 30 The larger study contains an in-school questionnaire administered to a nationally representative sample of students in Grades 7 through 12 in 1994-1995 and three in-home surveys that focus on a subsample of students in 1995 (Wave 1), and approximately 1 year later (Wave 2) and then 6 years later (Wave 3). The fourth wave of the survey was collected in 2008/9. The study began by using a clustered sampling design to ensure that the 80 high schools and 52 middle schools selected were representative of US schools with respect to region of country, urbanicity, size, type, and ethnicity.
31 4,300 do not nominate any same-grade friends and 4,100 do not nominate any same-grade/same-gender friends (that is, they nominate same-grade friends but no same-grade/same gender friends).
32 Briefly, race, gender, family structure, and missingness on other variables predict sample selection in to the original 66,000 observations to some extent; however, health behaviors are not robust, important predictors. In regard to same-sex/same-grade friendship nominations, the likelihood of making such nominations increases by grade and is smaller for more advantaged students. We find that the proportion of smokers in the grade (potential friends) is not related to these nomination patterns; however, individuals with drinking grademates are slightly more likely to nominate samegrade/same-gender friends (a 10-point increase in grademates drinking is associated with a 1% point increase in the probability). Note. The results identify the number and frequency of students who have friends with an average incidence of health behavior falling into a particular bin. The bins run from the number listed to any number less than the number in the next row, but because individuals at most have five same-gender friends, the top and bottom rows capture the number of people with friends where either none smoke or drink or all smoke or drink. Similarly, the rows associated with 0.20-0.29 and 0.80-89 both capture individuals with five friends where four exhibit one behavior and the other does not, but 0.20-0.29 also capture individuals with four friends where one smokes. Sample sizes are based on the total number of individuals with at least one same-grade/same-gender friend who reported their drinking or smoking behavior. Note. The table presents regression coefficients on demographics for models of selection into our sample where No ID is a binary variable indicating whether the respondent received an identification number in the survey, No friend nominations is a binary variable indicating whether the respondent made zero friend nominations for the subsample of those who received an ID, No found nominations is a binary variable indicating whether the respondent nominated friends who were not able to be matched within sample (such as friends outside of school) for those who made friendship nominations, Any drop is being dropped for any reason from the full sample, and no same-grade and no same-grade/same-gender friends are indicators for having no friends in the same grade or of the same gender and in the same grade in the sample of students that was not dropped for any reason. The regression models also include school fixed effects, grade fixed effects, and missing indicators for demographic controls. Standard errors (shown in parentheses) are clustered at the school level.
Tables on Sample Composition
***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1. 
APPENDIX D BALANCING TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Tables D1, D2 , D3, D4, we present evidence from these diagnostic tests for the effect of friends' smoking (Tables D1  and D2 ) and drinking (Tables D3 and D4 ). Each set of rows examines the correlation between a different outcome and friend's health behavior. Columns add controls from left to right. The first column and row shows the traditional conditional correlation between maternal education and the average level of smoking or drinking among the individual's Tables C4 and C5 repeats the results from  Table 4 where the sample is restricted to only clusters that have observations in at least two cohorts consistent with the one observation per cohort in each cluster sample in column 5 of Table 4 . The second row presents OLS (first column) or school FE results using the nonsingleton sample associated with the fixed-effect specification listed for each column. The third row reproduces the model specifications relevant to each column using the full sample so that the impact of the inclusion of the singleton clusters on the R 2 is illustrated. All regressions control for grade-level fixed effects, standard demographic controls shown above and indicators for observations where variables are missing. Standard errors (shown in parentheses) are clustered at the school level.
***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1. friends based on OLS estimation. 33 Column 2 controls for school fixed effects. Column 3 controls for school by friendship cluster fixed effects. Column 4 controls for fixed effects associated with school, friendship cluster, and the individual's race and maternal educational attainment, which is obviously not identified for the case of race but is identified for maternal years of education. Column 5 presents the results for Column 4 selecting one observation per cohort per cluster and weighting clusters back up to their original size, except for race, where the one observation per cohort sample is estimated using the model in column 3 that does not include own race in creating the fixed effects. Rows 1 through 6 present the conditional correlation between whether White, maternal education, mothers' nativity, whether lives with mother, paternal education and father's nativity, and the share friend's smoking or drinking. The OLS and school fixed-effect models are sizable and highly significant for all variables except for live with mother, which is statistically significant, but noticeably smaller. However, the inclusion of school by friendship cluster by individualtype fixed effects (columns 4 and 5) substantially erodes the school fixed-effect estimates. Focusing on the one per cluster estimates, even for the small effects on lives with mother, the estimates are reduced to half the magnitude of the school fixed-effect estimates. For the other more sizable estimates, the effects are reduced by between 59% and 100%. Of the 12 counterfactuals in column 5, the estimate on percent friends' drinking is just significant at the 5% level for nativity of mother and just misses 5% significance for maternal education, but as noted above, our method is expected to only reduce bias with a finite number of choices, and these estimates are substantially smaller than the school fixedeffect estimates, 61% and 68%, respectively.
As noted above, our balancing tests can only be conducted for variables that are not included in the construction of our observationally equivalent students. If variables such as paternal education or live with mother do not conditionally correlate with smoking or drinking, then students may have less incentive to sort into friendship clusters based on those variables, and as a result, our balancing tests could be of limited value. In order to assess the importance of the variables that we use in our balancing tests, we regress whether the individual smokes or drinks on those five variables controlling for school by friendship cluster by student-type fixed effects. We find that these variables are important, with 33 All student demographics used in the creation of friendship clusters are included as regressors in all models unless they are collinear with the fixed effects used in that particular model. students having a lower likelihood of smoking and drinking if they live with their mother, and having lower levels of drinking if they are immigrants or if they have higher levels of paternal education.
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Finally, the rich structure of friendship-type clusters creates singleton clusters of students-those students who have unique or unusual friendship preferences for their school. These singleton clusters do not contribute to the identification of the friendship effects, as there is no within-cluster variation. Tables C3, C4 , and C5 examine the significance of excluding the variation associated with these observations from our estimates of the effects of friends' health behaviors. Although we find some evidence that attrition on this dimension varies with observable attributes, the estimated relationship between smoking and drinking status and placement in a single cluster is fairly small (Table C3 ). In Tables C4 and C5 , we repeat the substantive analyses presented below for subsamples excluding observations associated with singleton clusters or varying the fixed effect structure, and singleton clusters have little effect on the pattern of estimates observed.
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APPENDIX E ADDITIONAL ROBUSTNESS RESULTS
E.1 | Additional evidence on identification
In addition to the models described in the main text, we pursue a variety of robustness exercise, described below.
First, we replicate our analysis with an alternative set of fixed effects intended to minimize the number of singleton clusters. Specifically, instead of requiring individuals to have the same number of friends with a specific 34 The estimates are shown in Appendix C (Table A6) . 35 Tables D1, D2 , D3, D4 show the results for smoking and drinking. Subpanel 2 shows the OLS estimates imposing the implicit sample attrition arising from each fixed effect structure, and subpanel 3 estimates the fixed-effect models with the full sample allowing the implicit sample to adjust with the vector of fixed effects. Sample attrition only reduces the OLS and fixed-effect estimates by approximately 10%. Further, the school-cluster fixed-effect estimates are virtually unchanged by the sample restrictions even though the effective school-cluster sample as shown in panel 2 is much larger. Tables D1, D2 , D3, D4 display coefficients from separate regressions. Cluster and X refer to cells associated with friendship patterns and student demographics, respectively. Paternal and maternal attributes are based on student reports where education is years of schooling and nativity is whether not born in the United States. For the balancing test on the dummy variable for White, the model used for the one student per cluster per cohort analysis is school-cluster fixed-effect model. All regressions control for grade-level fixed effects and standard errors are clustered at the school level.
demographic attribute, we require that individuals in a cluster match in terms of whether they have one or more friends of that type for each demographic attribute. Table E1 presents these results. The first two columns repeat the estimates from Table 4 , columns 2 and 4. The third and fourth columns present estimates applying the less restrictive condition for matching on friendship choices, and the final two columns present estimates only applying the less restrictive condition to the subsample of observations that belong to singleton clusters using the baseline conditions for matching in Tables 3 and 4 . The qualitative conclusions are unchanged. The inclusion of our fixed effect controls for friendship choices result in at most modest declines in the estimated effects of friend's health behavior. However, quantitatively, the controls for friendship choice result in smaller reductions in the estimated effect sizes in comparison with the school fixed-effect estimates. In comparison, controlling for school by friendship cluster (not including student type) fixed effects in column 3 of Tables 3 and 4 yields estimates that are very similar to the column 4 results from the same table using school by student type by friendship fixed effects. Therefore, the detailed controls for friendship patterns in the fixed-effect structure appear to be more important than the controls for student type in practice.
A possible threat to identification in our models of the onset of smoking and drinking is that the estimated cluster fixed effects may contain considerable noise due to the small number of observations used to estimate many fixed effects. Obviously, these cluster sizes are not randomly determined because, for example, clusters involving individuals with mostly own race friends will tend to have a substantially larger number of students than clusters of students who have many friends across racial lines. Regardless if student friendship patterns capture unobservables that influence smoking or drinking, we should find larger estimated parameters on the predicted fixed effects when those fixed effects are based on more observations and more accurately measured, and so these estimated fixed effects should provide a superior control for student unobservables. Table E2 presents results separately for subsamples of students in clusters that are smaller than or larger than median cluster size. The average cluster size is 16 and 2.5 for the above and below median subsamples, respectively. Columns 1and 2 present the estimates from the school FE models of health behavior onset for the small and large cluster subsamples, respectively. Columns 3 and 4 present the estimates from models that include the estimated cluster FE from the Wave 1 model for the same subsamples. Although there is heterogeneity of effect sizes across the clusters, a comparison of columns 1 to 3 and columns 2 to 4 continues to illustrate only modest declines in the estimated effect for smoking, 15% and 21% for small and large clusters, respectively, and no declines in the estimated effects for drinking. Note. Each column displays coefficients from separate regressions. The first and second columns repeat the school fixed effect and school by cluster by type fixed effect results from Table 4 where friendship clusters are defined based on number of friends of each demographic type. The third and fourth columns use a less restrictive condition that individuals who have friendship (one or more reciprocal links) with the same demographic types of students are placed in the same cluster. The final two columns use this less restrictive condition for observations that belong to singleton clusters when clusters are based on number of friends of each type but use the original cluster definition for all other observations. Cluster and X refer to cells associated with friendship patterns and student demographics, respectively. All regression include controls for the composition of each cohort/grade in each school on race, ethnicity, gender, age, maternal education, whether live with mother, and whether native born. All regressions control for grade-level fixed effects and indicators for observations where control variables are missing. Standard errors (shown in parentheses) are clustered at the school level.
***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1. Note. Each column and panel display coefficients from separate regressions. The restricted sample is estimated only using students who belong to schoolcluster-X cells where there are students in that cell from at least two grades. Small and large clusters refer to subsamples with the number of observations in school-cluster-X cell above or below the median. The predicted fixed effect is the weighted mean over all grades of the grade-school-cluster-X residual from the model in column 4 of Table 7 omitting the fixed effect contribution from a student's own grade. The Guryan control is the same weighted mean over all grade-cluster-X cells in a school again omitting the contribution from a students' own grade-cluster-X cell. All regressions control for grade-level fixed effects, standard demographic controls shown above, and indicators for observations where variables are missing. Standard errors (shown in parentheses) are clustered at the school level.
***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1. We do not observe large differences in the impact of controlling for the predicted fixed effects between the small and the large cluster samples. An additional concern with our identification strategy is that students only report up to a maximum of five same gender friends, and many report only 1 or 2 same gender friends. Our positive estimates of friendship effects may be driven by students who have a very small number of friends and for whom the number of choices being made is insufficient to eliminate the bias from student unobservables. In Table E3 , we divide the Wave 1 sample by the number of friends, three or less versus four or more. The general pattern of results remains the same with the inclusion of school by friendship cluster fixed effects leading to reductions in estimates by less than 6% relative to the school fixed effects for smoking and by less than 3% for drinking. The changes in effect size due to the inclusion of cluster FE's is very similar across the two subsamples.
In Table E4 , we present estimates for the effect of friends' behavior on the onset of smoking and drinking for the 1-to 3-friend and 4-to 5-friend subsamples. Because the 4-to 5-friend subsample is quite small (<300), we estimate a joint model interacting dummies for number of friends with the share of friends smoking or drinking. 36 In the first two columns, we present the school FE estimates. The relationship between friends' behavior and own behavior is robust in both subsamples for both drinking and smoking, and as in cross-sectional estimates of behavioral effects in Table E2 , the relationship for onset is also stronger for the subsample with 4-5 friends. Columns 3 and 4 then present the estimates for the restricted sample. Three of the four significant findings persist in the restricted sample, but the estimate on friend's smoking for the 4-to 5-friend subsample is very near zero. It is important to note that this zero estimate does not provide evidence in either support of or against the validity of our identification strategy. Turning to columns 5 and 6, the inclusion of the predicted cluster FE has very little influence on any of the estimates, reducing the effect in the three positive and significant estimates by less than 3% and changing the zero estimate for friends' smoking for 4-5 friends by only 0.002.
37
36 It is not realistic to estimate 60-70 school fixed effects in samples with only a couple of hundred observations. 37 Further, we can calculate the predicted cluster FE that does not omit own cohort for the entire longitudinal sample. When we estimate the model including those predicted FEs, the estimated effects of friends smoking are 0.050 and 0.068 for 1-3 and 4-5 friends, respectively, and those reductions compared with the estimates in columns 1 and 2 are nearly identical in magnitude at about 6%. Note. Each pair of columns in each panel displays coefficients from separate regressions. The restricted sample is estimated only using students who belong to school-cluster-X cells where there are students in that cell from at least two grades. Each column represents a subsample of individuals with either 1-3 or 4-5 same grade/same gender friends. Columns 5 and 6 include controls for a predicted fixed effect based on a weighted mean over all grades of the grade-schoolcluster-X residual from the model in column 4 of Table 7 omitting the fixed effect contribution from a student's own grade and a Guryan-style control that is the same weighted mean over all grade-cluster-X cells in a school again omitting the contribution from a students' own grade-cluster-X cell. All regressions control for grade-level fixed effects, standard demographic controls shown above, and indicators for observations where variables are missing. Standard errors (shown in parentheses) are clustered at the school level. ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1.
